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THE YEAR 2015


Tamadi celebrates its 10
year-anniversary!
The key dates in 2015
January

January

February

Three-month internship of Estelle mostly dedicated to the creation of our new website!

madi in Nantes. Our partners from Madagascar, Tanzania,
Tunisia, India and Turkey, have actively participated in this
event which was prepared by the team of local volunteers
and by the permanent team of Tamadi. Julie, as an intern,
handled it perfectly! An event with a busy programme! The
13th of June : Presentation of every partner like an associative fair. Discovery of their projects, of the local handcraft
and of the food specialties home made with the help of some

Arrival of Camille, as a civic service volunteer, for a nine-month
assignment (support to the animation of the Youth committee,
the team of local volunteers and
the Rural alternatives committee).

June: The first taste of “Rural alternatives” tour. Meetings

On-field visit to Lesvos (greek
island) with Zuhal and Ilgit from
Turkey to look for a new partner.

April

Official launch of our new website.

June

Tamadi celebrates its 10 yearanniversary during its General
Assembly in Nantes. Internship
of Julie to support the event organisation.

June

Organisation of a training class
on WordPress towards our partners in Nantes.

September

On-field visit in Sicily to meet
Galline Felici, a potential partner.

November

In June 2015, we celebrated the 10 year-anniversary of Ta-

Implementation of a new system
for the commercial management
(proposals and invoices).

February

October

10 year-anniversary

Arrival of Marjorie, as a civic service volunteer (support to the
animation of the Youth committee and of the creation of the
“Rural alternatives” tour around
Nantes).
Recruitment of Sandy as full time
employee to handle the coordination with Veronique.

volunteers. Followed by a General Assembly in a friendly atmosphere and a musical dinner in the evening. The 14th of
with farmers from Pays de Retz with the international partners. A special day organised with Accueil Paysan. The 15th
and 16th of June: Meeting with the board members and the
other partners. Elaboration of new partnership agreements.
From the 17th to the 20th : Training class on the creation of
website with the members of the network.

“Tamadi’s world” recreated thanks to the involvement of our
partners and volunteers.
Training class on Wordpress

COMMUNICATION
Website : The first three-month period of 2015
was dedicated to the creation of our new website. Estelle, as an intern, brought us a support
for its implementation.
Tam-Tamadi : We created a new template of
newsletter. Shorter contents for more regular
dissemination!
ATES website: At the end of 2015, ATES launched its new website, which aims to become
the showroom of Ethical and Fair Tourism in
France. For the moment, we have not evaluated the impact of this new promotion tool.
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Development

LESvOS
With the support of Zuhal and Ilgit, our partners from
Karaburun in Turkey, Veronique went in a discovery trip
to Lesvos with the hope of creating a trip between Karaburun and Lesvos! The olive producers we met (who gave
us a friendly welcoming) have not gone further yet!

Sicily
We were considering a partnership with the “Galline Felici” cooperative of Sicily in order to develop sightseeing
tours and “Rural alternatives”. Adrien, who was representing the organisation, attended the General Assembly
and the first “Rural alternatives” tour in Belgium. Veronique went to Sicily in September in order to fulfil the
partnership. Nowadays, our friends from “Galline Felici”
do not seem interested by this collaboration.

YOUTH
Camille, civic service volunteer since February 2015, and
then Marjorie arrived in October took over the animation
of the Youth committee. Composed of young travellers,
international youth actors and group leaders, the committee members worked on specific trips proposals for
the youth, the preparation before travelling, the communication… On the youth proposals, the margin for the
network (partners and Tamadi) is quite low (around half
in comparison to the individual trips) even if it requires
a preparation more important. However, Tamadi network
chose to enable the youth from different cultures, to get
to know each other, to exchange in order to create its
own vision of the world. Two groups from sociocultural
centers from Lyon and Pau went to India at the beginning
of 2015. We collaborated with the FAL 44 on a trip proposal to Madagascar for All Saints holidays.
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The committee in charge built up an economic model
based on volunteering and solidarity. This model has
been approved in June during the meeting with the partners. In November, a really great programme was proposed by our Belgian partner “Paysans Artisans” to the
participants of the first tour “Rural Alternatives” organised in Belgium.

2015

THE «alternatives paysannes»

les membres du reseau
8 MATOR (Madagascar)
« In 2015, Mator worked on several sectors in order to promote the development of the associations as well as the
welcoming sites. Several training sessions have been organised in order to develop each association’s socio-economic
activities : hand-crafting and literacy training sessions, association management.
Madagascar received more travellers than in 2014. Several
sectors still need to me improved, especially the reinforcement of actors’ capacities.
To conclude, hosting visitors allow rural tourism actors to
benefit from investments and tranings. What actors would
like first, would be to host more visitors. According to us, we need to insist on the objectives and the spirit of the travel within all
partners organisations in the mean time, in
order to avoid the mentality of farmers to
become more dependent on profit than on
development. This approach is also valid for
visitors so that we should avoid all kind of misunderstanding and disappointment. We wish
that the network will develop and that the
travel we offer will be a proper way to support a sustainable development within each
village. »
Mator team
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MADAGASCAR
Number travelers

2014

2015

48

57

904

935

Number groups
Number days

11

cipants to be motivated. They understood their responsibilities, particularly within hosting families and farmers
networks. They understood that the tourism project belongs to them and is leaded so that it directly benefit to
farmers. »

Turnover Tamadi

53 354 €

54 810 €

Turnover Mator

38 324 €

38 284 €

Support for the local organization

1 779 €

1 454 €

TANZANIA

Support for the national organization

3 511 €

4 598 €

Number travelers

Mviwata team

Distribution by tour
Customized travel

7

4

Mafana Menabe 15J

2

10

Mafana Menabe 22 J
12

19

Hautes Terres et Pangalanes 22J

4

8

23

12

Ylambre 22J

Number days

0

3

18 to 30

4

17

31 to 45

4

9

46 to 60

21

13

more than 60

19

15

798

753

7

Turnover Tamadi

51 031 €

56 057 €

Turnover MVIWATA

37 528 €

40 320 €

Support for the local organization

1 893 €

1 870 €

Support for the national organization

3 043 €

1 205 €
7 321 €

Répartition par circuit
Kijiji et Zanzibar 22J

7

Kilimanzibar 15J

23
20

Répartition par tranche d’âge

8 Mviwata (TANZANIA)
A few more travellers went to Tanzania during this second year of partnership. This year, over summer, Mviwata
mainly hosted families.

43

Reserve for 2016

Distribution by age
less than 18

2015

38

Number groups

4

Hautes Terres et Pangalanes 15J

2014

less than 18

0

11

18 to 30

4

5

31 to 45

3

5

46 to 60

12

15

more than 60

19

7

8 MJVS/GarEema (INDE)

Micheal succeeded Pendo as the coordinator. Michael studied rural tourism at the university. He is really rigorous
and efficient in the mission that are given to him.
At the beginning of 2015 our president Isabelle and Veronique came to Tanzania to set up a training for the actors of
the project with Michael. They met the new president of
Mviwata. Mviwata organised two more trainings over the
year, for hosting families and guides.

A beautiful exchange in India

Over this year, MJVS welcomed more travellers. Particularly, they hosted two young
groups from sociocultural centers of Pau and
Lyon. The development of awareness and
the exchange between young people is one
of the missions of MJVS/Ekta Parishad.
Isabelle, president of Tamadi and Véronica, president of Mviwata

Trainings impacts : « Better understanding and knowledge
of stakeholder’s responsibilities. It allowed all the parti-

However, the lack of an indian coordinator made the project management difficult
(lack of reactivity and difficulties to communicate).
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Overall, travels went well, particularly those of the young
groups. However, travellers underlined some communication issues between guides, translators and participants.
A commission is working within Gareema to find solutions
and improve the overall project. But a coordinator is still
needed to insure the project improvements and management.
INDIA
Number travelers

2014

2015

42

67

Number groups

11

Number days

546

1095

Turnover Tamadi

37 647 €

64 519 €

Turnover MJVS

25 667 €

46 228 €

Support for the local organization

1 987 €

3526 €

Support for the national organization

2 261 €

2 323 €

Répartition par circuit
Carte
Cœur de l’Inde 15J

6

4

29

11

Cœur de l’Inde et Rajasthan 20J

13

Rajasthan 15J

7

Rencontres Himalayennes 17J

14

For this second consecutive year, the AJZ didn’t hosted
any travellers. But still, the members of the association are active and work on the promotion of the tourism project.

TRAVELS
In 2015, 181 travellers have been hosted in all countries,
which corresponds to 31 groups from which 8 families, 3
companies comittees and two groups of young people.
The travel revenue is 184,905€. We forecasted a revenue
of 169,902€ on the 2015 budget.

MANAGEMENT
From march 2015 to february 2016, we worked with a
service provider (Org idées) for the bills and estimates
management. The total cost is 4,175.25€.

7

Groupes jeunes

18
Répartition par tranche d’âge

less than 18

3

15

18 to 30

19

14

31 to 45

6

7

46 to 60

10

11

4

20

more than 60

ACCOUNTING
In 2015 we kept on working with CEFIGES for the accounting, the VAT declaration and the annual finances. We
kept the wages and social charges management.

EVENTS
In 2015 Tamadi took part in seven events of which one was
in Liège, Belgium :

8 TurKEY : BOGATEPE CEV-DER
Only a few travellers went to Turkey in 2015. Indeed,
the destination suffers from the current geopolitical
context, despite a continous warm welcome.

The Cooperative
of
Agricultural
Development of
Karaburun, having
some difficulties
at the level of its
local integration,
did not wish to
renew the partnership
with
Tamadi for year
2016.

8 AJZ (TUNISIE)

TURQUIE

2014

2015

28

6

317

90

Turnover Tamadi

27 781 €

7 293 €

Turn. BOG et COOP

20 776 €

6 024 €

2 827 €

693 €

Number travelers
Number groups

THE MEMBERSHIPS 2015

Répartition par circuit
Carte Kars

10

Caucase 16J

10

Karaburun 11J

6

8

Répartition par tranche d’âge

less than 18

Nantes Tourism Show (february)
Liège « Vert bleu Soleil » show (february)
Solidarity village of Napce in Nantes (july)
Solidarity fair in Treffieux (august)
The “Folie des Plantes” in Nantes (september)
Event « Atlernatiba Nantes » (september)
Fair trade brunch of Napce (september)

1

Number days

Support to organ.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

11

18 to 30

1

31 to 45

7

46 to 60

7

4

more than 60

2

2

Cotisation famille membre associé

13

Cotisation membre associé

97

Cotisation membre actif

18

Cotisation Organisateur Voyages

7

Cotisation personne morale

5

Cotisation réduite membre actif

3

TOTAL 2015 143
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SUBSIDIES
We required the third part of the Frasicod project invitation
in august 2015. We received a positive answer in october. The
amount of this third part is 25,848€. It will be allocated to the
network support (traning – meetings) and the settlement of new
partnerships
Subsidies 2015 : 12 300 €
Frasicod 2014/2015

Network
Mutualisation
Report 2016

10 800 €
-3500 €

Nantes métropole

Communication

5000 €

FDVA : Fund for the
development of associative life

Volunteers and administrators training sessions
Report 2016

1500 €
-1500 €

HUMAN RESSOURCES
From september 2014 to november 2015, Tamadi only had one
employee. Sandy Courjal was hired through a CUI contrat (Unique
contrat for integration) the 12th of november 2015. She works on
the same missions as Veronique.
This year we benefited from a subsidy of 4,961€ (from which
1,088€ for Sandy’s salary).
Camille, who was a civil service volunteer, worked very efficiently
with us until october 2015. She wanted to stay involved in Tamadi
by being candidate for the association’s board. Marjorie joigned
us un october.

HUBS
Chantal is leading the associative hub in Wallonia. She coordinated volunteers for « palabre » meetings, events, school
requests...
A team of volunteers also setted up in Nantes. They take part
in the events, coordinate the travel of « Alternatives Paysannes » in Nantes...
Thank you to all of them for their involvment and their good
energy !

INCOME
We end the year with an income of 3,017€. We transfered a
subsidy of 5,000€ for 2016.
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Distribution of tourism
activity income 2015
without flight and inssurances
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account
Expenses

Charges

Purchases of customers’ products

Achats produits clients

Air transport purchases and taxes

Achats transports aérien + taxes

Purchases of cancellation insurance

Achats Assurance Annulation

Purchases for the customers stays

Achats Séjours client

Civil liability and repatriation

Assurances RC + Rapatriement

Credit Card charges and International Credit Transfers

Frais CB et Virements internationaux

Services and divers assets

Services et biens divers

2015
290 023
214 859
75 903
2 101
133 648
2 599
608

32 922

Running costs of the office of Nantes

Frais de fonctionnement du bureau de Nantes

5 143

Running costs of the board of directors

Frais fonctionnement Conseil d'Administration et Bureau

1 579

External services (management - accounting - Web)

Services extérieurs (gestion - compta - web)

9 700

Events costs / .... / General Assembly

Communication (salons-imprimés-outils com-Réunions)

2 129

Reinforcement of skills

Réseau/Renforcement compétence (RN Coord. Nantes)

8 713

Development new products

Développement nouveaux produits

3 040

Structuring of the network

Structuration du réseau (AG+commisions)

2 618

Staff

Personnel

Diverse contributions (ATES and Networks)

Cotisations diverses (ATES et Réseaux)

4 390

Financial charges + Exceptional charges

Charges financières + Exceptionnelles

3

Depreciations

Amortissements

Incomes

Recettes

Sales

Ventes

Credit cards Expenses

Frais de carte bancaire

Sales of journeys

Ventes voyages

Sales of air transport and taxes

Ventes transports aérien + taxes

Sales of cancellation insurances

Ventes assurances annulation

37 367

482

293 041
269 150
333
186 276
80 284
2 257

Receipts

Recettes Fêtes

953

Subsidies

Subventions

17 938

Contributions

Cotisations

4 767

Financial products

Produits Financiers

232

Result of the year

Résultat de l'année

Cumulated result

Résultat cumulé

33 580

Margin on travels (sales - purchases)

Marge sur les ventes

52 628

Average margin by journey

Marge moyenne par voyage

Average cost of a tour

Coût moyen d'un circuit
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2016... New projects are rushing !


With a reinforced team, (two employee full-time and a volunteer in civic service 24 hours a week) but also with great
opportunities (which have been presented to us or that we
raised), we can develop in 2016 new and interesting partnerships.

8 From farm to farm. Bike circuit in Loire Atlantique

DEvelopment

We talked about it for a long time and the project takes shape. With Accueil Paysan 44 (Home Farmers Loire Altantique),
we develop cycling tours, from farm to farm in our beautiful
region of Nantes ! We still have a little work before presenting them to the public, but it is on track . Test circuit provided in the fall !

8 Partnership in Thailand

8 Tree «alTernatives paysannes» trips

Aneesh ( responsible Ekta Parishad ) offered to develop a
rural tourism project in Thailand. A delegation composed
of Pierre (Tamadi secretary) , Aneesh and Morgane (friend
of Ekta Parishad and Tamadi) therefore went in February
to Thailand to meet with several potential partners. Two
structures, Garden of Fruition and a peasant organization
in northern Thailand have shown interest and are in ability
to develop this project. A circuit in the Chiang Mai region
( northern Thailand , near the Burmese border ) is under
construction and initial training is scheduled for September
2016. A test circuit should be proposed coming October.

Three «Alternative paysannes» trips were designed and proposed :
•

in Belgium with the Peasants Artisans Workshops (June)

•

Turkey with Bogatepe CEV Der (August)

•

and in France with Accueil Paysan and Tamadi volunteers
Nantes (October).

For the time being, bookings are not as numerous as desired
for these informative and friendly trips !

Bookings
This year it seems that it is Madagascar leading the booking ranking. We
recorded two bookings on Tunisia,
but for now nothing for Turkey.
Confirmed bookings on June, 16th of
2016

Confirmed bookings on
June, 16th of 2016
Madagascar

63

Turquie

0

Inde

55

Tunisie

2

Tanzanie

49

Total

169

Introducing Tamadi project to potential Thai partners

The Tamadi network Members
8 Partnership in Brazil

8 MATOR (MADAGASCAR)

Since late 2015, we were seeking a partner in Brazil. We
asked our partners and networks to find a structure that
would be interested. The Mouvement of landless (MST) has
responded positively to our proposal for collaboration . Previously, the MST made an investigation to ensure that we
defend the same values. Thank you to our partners for supporting our proposal.
Sandy in big discussion with

Verou, coordinator of the project Mator , had some health
problems this year. She slowly recovers her strengths. However, she wants Henintsoa to support the coordination of the
project in early 2017.

Jeova… in portuguese !

Sandy and Véronique traveled to Sao Paulo to meet
the people in charge of
the international section
of Landless Movement.
Two days to get to know
each other and talk about
our respective projects before going in the Ceara region
(into the the Nordeste ) which was the area selected by the
MST to develop together first Tamadi travels.

8 MJVS (IndIA)
Last January , Veronica went to India to set up
, with the MJVS team , a circuit in Kerala and
take stock of the activities with project stakeholders . A new coordinator was started in project management during this mission , it seems,
however, that she is no longer in office today.
Last January , a family from Vannes (France)
with two children of 10 and 8 years , did during
a month , a trip à la carte in several states of
India . A beautiful initiatory stay for Sacha and
Irma . Soazig , their mom , wants to apply to
become an administrator in Tamadi board.
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Irma et Sacha at the fun fair !

18/30 years travelers. The project to travel with the FAL
in Madagascar will not probably happen lack of participants.
The albatros !! Changing codes is puzzling !

8 Mviwata (TanzaniA)
Forecastings for 2016
«An additional training will be conducted among the stakeholders to convey more knowledge about the reception
of travelers (accommodation, meals and activities, English).
Through this training, there will be more awareness to
increase activities for travelers during the circuit within
some peasants networks of Mviwata, to help host families
when they have needs in terms of equipment for accommodation and the development of projects of networks
of farmers.
There will be a selection of translators and national guides to provide travelers an appropriate translation and
good information.
Finally to complete the development / prospecting of
new trip / road which will include the region of Morogoro
(villages and Selous park) and Zanzibar.»
The team Mviwata

Southestan game…who wants to trade with IMF ?

FINANCIAL SUPPORTS
We currently have no visibility on any channel funding for
the coming years. However, we remain on standby !
ALPA Solidarity Fund
and support provided in 2016
Solidarity Fund
2015 postponement
Frasicod 2015
2015 postponement
FDVA : Development Fund for
associations
2015 postponement
Frasicod 2016

COMMUNICATION
Earlier this year , Corentin , on probation for a period of
two months in Nantes, has set up a contest play. Through
this «Challenge 2016», we hope to encourage travelers to
share their adventures tamadiennes by telling a beautiful
encounter!
Result of the contest in January 2017. All to your pens !

COMMISSION JEUNES
On March 5th and 6th March 2016 , Tamadi organized an
intercultural training for youth group supervisors . Seven
people participated. The training was led by Emile , vice
president of Tamadi and Eli Ayissa , for the Belgian International Civil Service International ( SCI ) .
The youth committee, composed of volunteers, partners
and Tamadi travelers meets regularly to discuss the development of circuits to destination of young groups , the
associated communication , prospecting with youth structures .
The commission also worked on proposals of Travels for

		
Alpa 2015

30 848 €
475 €

Tamadi network

3 025 €

Volunteers and
administrators
training
Tamadi network

1 500 €

25 848 €

STAFF AND VOLUNTEERS
In January 2017, after a year of transition,
Véronique will hand over to Sandy. Her interest in Tamadi remains intact, although her
involvement in the network will be a little
different.
Sandy was hired with a CUI contract. For this
hiring, we should receive support of € 8,045
for 2016 year .This contract is renewable for
one year.
Marjorie will be leaving end of June. A new
volunteer civic service should re-join us in
September. Many thanks to Marjorie for her
involvement during her volunteering.
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Expenses

Charges

Purchases of customers’ products

Achats produits clients

Air transport purchases and taxes

Achats transports aérien + taxes

Purchases of cancellation insurance

Achats Assurance Annulation

Purchases for the customers stays

Achats Séjours client

Insurance repatriation

Assurances Rapatriement

Credit Card charges and International Credit Transfers

Frais CB et Virements internationaux

Services and divers assets

Services et biens divers

Account
Budget
2015
2016
290 023 364 259
214 859

261 416

75 903

95 283

2 101

2 218

133 648

160 509

2 599

2 664

608

742

32 922

39 057

Running costs of the office of Nantes

Frais de fonctionnement du bureau de Nantes

5 143

5 944

Running costs of the board of directors

Frais fonctionnement Conseil d'Administration et Bureau

1 579

1 560

External services (management - accounting - Web)

Services extérieurs (gestion - compta - web)

9 700

7 682

Events costs / .... / General Assembly

Communication (salons-imprimés-outils com-Réunions)

2 129

3 800

Study of new destination

Etude nouvelle destination

Reinforcement of skills

Réseau/Renforcement compétence (RN Coord. Nantes)

8 713

9 211

Development new products

Développement nouveaux produits

3 040

1 500

Structuring of the network

Structuration du réseau (AG+commisions)

2 618

5510

37 367

54 160

3 500

Staff

Personnel

Diverse contributions (ATES and Networks)

Cotisations diverses (ATES et Réseaux)

4 390

4 850

Financial charges + Exceptional charges

Charges financières + Exceptionnelles

3

3 650

Depreciations

Amortissements

482

450

Incomes

Recettes

Sales

Ventes

Credit cards Expenses

Frais de carte bancaire

Sales of journeys

Ventes voyages

Sales of air transport and taxes

Ventes transports aérien + taxes

Sales of cancellation insurances

Ventes assurances annulation

293 041 365 391
269 150

329 366

333

391

186 276

228 113

80 284

98 089

2 257

2 773

953

0

Receipts

Recettes Fêtes

Subsidies

Subventions

17 938

30 288

Contributions

Cotisations

4 767

4 562

Financial products

Produits Financiers

232

500

3 018

1 133

Result of the year

Résultat de l'année

Cumulated result

Résultat cumulé

33 580

34 712

Margin on travels (sales - purchases)

Marge sur les ventes

52 628

67 604

Average margin by journey

Marge moyenne par voyage

291

305

Average cost of a tour

Coût moyen d'un circuit

1 029

1 000
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